ATM
FOGGING
SECURITY SYSTEM

ATMs are increasingly becoming the targets of
intruders and armed robbers in India. The
increasing deployment of off-site ATMs
in less secure locations has opened the
door to smash-and-grab thefts and
vandalism. This form of robbery is relatively
fast to accomplish hence, sometimes raising little
alarm when the robbers are in operation.
UR Fog™ ATM Security makes it extremely
difficult for intruders to successfully rob an ATM.
UR Fog™ ATM Security is designed to detect
diverse intrusion attempts and react immediately
to mitigate the robbery attempts. Our security
system is divided into two major segments,
Intrusion Detection and Intrusion Deterrence.
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ATM
FOGGING
SECURITY SYSTEM

Intrusion Detection
Our ATM Solution works with door open
sensors installed inside ATM Machine to
detect all known forms of physical attacks
on an ATM.

Intrusion Deterrence
Upon detection of an intrusion, UR Fog™
delivers ultra-dense fog at unprecedented
speed to provide the very highest levels of
protection against the losses, property
damage, and disruption associated with
the attacking an ATM.
For offsite locations, the fog can be made
more aggressive by mixing it with tear or
pepper gas. Our web based UR Fog RMS
allows for remote management of ATM
sites anywhere in India.
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Features of UR Fog™ ATM Security
·

Real time notification of an attack via SMS, Email and Voice
Call.

·

No additional network/power supply required, rides on existing
infrastructure.

·

Economic power consumption, adding little load on inverters.

·

Remotely manage and configure security system using web
based UR Fog RMS.

·

Discrete installation.

·

Protects ATM in remote sites and requires no maintenance after
each activation.

·

Remote system configuration and diagnosis.

·

Tamper proof and standby batttery life.

·

Option to mix the fog with tear/pepper gas.
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